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Speaker 1:
Good Afternoon, we are here today to go over revised
speech language eligibility criteria for the new Missouri State
Plan. I am Beth McKerlie, I am a Past President of MSHA and
I work in North Kansas City School District. I am here today
with Pat Jones an she is MSHA President and works in Liberty
School District. I am also here today with Diane Golden, she
is with the Association of Assistive Technology Act Programs
and is retired from MO-CASE.
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Speaker 1:
We have a few disclosures that we will need to share with
you today. Financial disclosures for myself, I am employed as
the Speech Language and Related Service Coordinator in the
North Kansas City School District. We do have a ASHA Grant
that provides travel and lodging expenses as well as a
contract for DESE.
For my non-financial disclosures, I am a member and a past
president of the Missouri Speech-Language-Hearing
Association, I’m member of the American Speech-LanguageHearing Association an a member of MO-CASE.
Speaker 2:
Pat Jones here, I am employed with Liberty Public Schools as
a Speech Language Pathologist. For a financial disclosure, we
received an AHSA Grant for travel and lodging expenses and
have a contract with DESE.
For non-financial disclosures, I’m the current MSHA
President. I am a member of American Speech -Language
Association. I am the current State Education Advocacy
Leader (SEAL).
Speaker 3:
I am Diane Golden, I am employed by the Association of
Assistive Technology Act Programs. Again, we have an ASHA
Grant supporting this training and contract with DESE. I am a
member and past Board member of Missouri SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association. I am a member and past
committee chair for the American Speech-Language-Hearing

Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA)
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) is
a federal law that requires schools to serve the
educational needs of students with disabilities. The
law ensures a free appropriate public education

(FAPE) for students with diSabllit ies in all fifty states

and US Territories.

Key Principles in IDEA


Procedur11ISnfeguards



FreeApprol)MtePublic EducaUon(FAPE)



Approprlale EveluetlonandEtigibilitylorServices

tndi'lldua llzedEducallon Program(IEP)
LeastRestrictiw. Envirooment(L.RE)

PerentP&rticlpetlon

Federal Regulations for §300.306
Determinati on of Eligibility
Orouoofo,ofenlonelt11ndthtt1M•entcletermlnttwhether U,e
child ia a child w,lh a d;sabil~~ as defined In §300.8 and mutl
determine if they need speele!ly deslgne-d lnstru~100 fspecla1

ed...ution)el'ld,eletedur,ices
Mutt de1ermlnewh111thtt11dverse lmpactlaonlhelreduc.a1lon
;h~ld cannot be determ ined 10 be a child with a dinbYrty if there

lack of appropriate lnsrtuctlon In teadlnf, includlfll the
e11entJa/componenrs of readlnt in1uucrlon (es defined In
Hel/ol'l l.208(3Jofthe£SEA H $Ueh sec1;o,,, ...... in e ffeel
on1.lledaybefore1.lleda1eofenae1men1oftheEvery
Srudent Sueeff'ds Aet (De<:emt>er 9, 2015}};
laellofapp,ooriare/nstnn:1ionlnma1.llorL/m/redfn,1ish
p,of',cieneyar,dlflheydon'fmeettheeU,ioilityeriteria
under§300.8

Association and a member and past Board member of MOCASE.
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Speaker 1:
Speech Language Pathologists working in today’s schools
have a variety of roles of responsibilities. For purposes of
today’s presentation, we are talking about Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act or IDEA. IDEA is a federal law that
requires schools to serve the educational needs of students
with disabilities. The law ensures a free appropriate public
education (FAPE) for students with disabilities in all 50 states
and US territories.
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Speaker 1:
There are key principals in IDEA such as Procedural
Safeguards, Free Appropriate Public Education (also known
as FAPE), appropriate evaluation and eligibility for services,
individualized education program (or IEP), least restrictive
environment (LRE) and parent participation.
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Speaker 1:
The Federal Regulations for section §300.306 regarding
determination of eligibility, states that a group of
professionals and the parent determines whether the child is
a child with a disability as defined in §300.8 and the group of
the professionals and the parent must determine if they
need specially designed instruction and related services. You
must determine what the adverse impact is on the child’s
education. The child cannot be determined to be a child with
a disability if there is a lack of instruction in reading, which
includes all the essential components of reading instruction
as defined in ESEA section of the Every Student Succeeds Act.
And the lack of appropriate instruction in math or Limited
English proficiency and they don’t meet the eligibility
criteria.

Evaluation ,,...,..
Draw upon Information from a varietyol' eources, pe,ent
input, and teacher recommendations, as well as infomtatJon
11boutthechlld'sphyslcalcond!tlon.soci11lorcultun1I
baekground,andadapt/vebehaW)f:

• Jill. Ensure that lnfOffl'latlon oblal!'led from all of these sourc•
Is documented and 011raful~ oonslclered

Process History
 Only one of two states still using ·oognitive
referencing" (comparing IQ-language scores)

 Most all states use deficit model (1. 75 to 2.0 SD)
- In overall language, not discreet pans (e.g. syntax}

 Workgroup of MSHA, MO.CASE. Higher Education,
DESE and local district stakeholders established
- Mel. 2016-17 and developed recommendations to DESE
that induded reviSions to alt speech and language criteria

 Included in proposed State Plan (2017) but could not
finalize in 2018 without State Board quorum

 Again in 2018 included in proposed State Plan and
State Board approwd February 2019, in rule making

 New State Plan effective July 30, 2019
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Speaker 1:
The evaluation should draw upon information from a variety
of sources, parent input, teacher recommendations, as well
as information about the child’s physical condition, social or
cultural background, and adaptive behavior.
The evaluation should also ensure that the information
obtained from all these sources is documented and carefully
considered.
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Speaker 1:
The Missouri Speech Language Hearing Association, MOCASE, and DESE had been working for years to look at
possibly revising our outdated speech language eligibility
criterion. We quickly became one of only two states utilizing
cognitive referencing, which is comparing IQ scores to
language scores. Most all other states have moved away
from cognitive referencing and they use a deficit model for
standardized assessments and most frequently they are
using 1.5 to 2.0 standard deviations from the mean of the
language test. They are using overall language, not discreet
parts of language such as syntax.
So, in 2015-2016 conversations continued about revising this
out dated eligibility criterion and a group of MSHA, MO-Case
Higher Education, DESE and local district stake holders
established a work group and met throughout the year of
2016-2017 to develop recommendations for DESE that
included revisions to all speech and language criteria. This
recommendation was included in the proposed State Plan
for 2017, but the state plan proposal could not be finalized in
2018, due to the lack of the State Board quorum.
Again, in 2018 these recommendations were included in the
proposed State Plan and the State Board approved the plan
in February, 2019 in rule making. The new State Plan is
effective as of July 30, 2019.

Initial Ellglblllty Criteria Proposed Revisions
 Proposed revisions for INITIAL eligibility criteria under
IDEA {State Plan rules) for an 4 speech-language
areas:

--

Language

- SoundS)S(em

- Ruency

 Not eligibility criteria for re-evaluation and
determination of continued need for special
education

 Not eligibility criteria for determination of need for
speech-language as related service

Language Impairment
A 1en1uaae Impairment Is present when a comprehensive
communlcatlon asaessment documenta all of the followln&:
(1) The tan,uage Impairment edversely affects the student's
oduceUonal performance as documented by lack of response
to evidence based Interventions desl&ne<f to aupp()rtpn'Jlrest
In the gener111I education cumC\J lum.
lntl!'ltlstoenaure RTl,MTSStypegerieraladueatlon
Interventions lulve been Implemented be lore conslderetion
IOEAel lgiblllty. Applytoa ll SLellglbllitycriterla.

tot

C11nbecurrlcularlnterventlon1(e.g.re11dlng)11ndjor1peech •
lenguege1peclflclnterventlon1. C&nbelmplementedbyerty
11pproprh1111prOYider,ltN1ch er,par11,S LP-A, SLP,etc .
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Speaker 1:
The initial eligibility criteria is just use for initial eligibility.
These revisions apply to initial eligibility for all four areas of
speech and language: Sound System, Language, Voice and
Fluency. This is not criteria that should be used for a reevaluation and determination of continued need for special
education services. Nor is this eligibility criteria that is used
for determination as a related service. This criteria is only
applied for initial eligibility purposes.
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Speaker 1:
Were first going to look at Language Impairment. A language
impairment is present when a comprehensive assessment
documents all of the following:
The first prong is that the language impairment adversely
affects the student’s educational performance as
documented by a lack of response to evidence-based
interventions designed to support progress in the general
curriculum. The intent with this prong criterion is to ensure
that RTI, MTSS type of general education intervention has
been implemented before consideration for IDEA eligibility.
You will see with this prong, this first prong, applies all
speech language eligibility criteria.
The adverse effect on the educational performance as
defined by evidence-based interventions can be curriculumbased interventions such as reading or it can be specific
speech language interventions. These interventions can be
implemented by any appropriate provider, such as a teacher,
para, SLP-A, or SLP.

Language Impairment
(2) The student's CMK'IH lanaua,e funcllonln& Is sle'llftc:antty
beloW a,e ~ as measured bf two°' more OOfOOOSlte
standard soot'B9 on standardized language assessments. The
composite lan,uapi acore reffects both recepttye and axpresslYa
lancua&e functlon In a slncte standard acore.

--

Significantly below la defined as 1.75 standarddewttlons below
the mean for students who are kindergarten age allglble and

A publk: agency may accept a composite acore at1owtrc for the
standard error of measurement when the crttMlon la met on the
other composlt.a acore.
Thea&encYmayedopt.wrttten prooeduresforutillmtlon d
reasonable variances that eMble a student to meet the standard
soon, crttMlon In hJchly unique sltuatlons such as En&llsh
Loo .......
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Speaker 1:
The second prong of the Language Impairment is that the
student’s overall language functioning is significantly below
age expectations as measured by two or more composite
standard scores on standardized language assessments. The
composite language score reflects both receptive and
expressive language function in a single standard score.
Significantly below is defined as 1.75 standard deviations
below the mean for students who are kindergarten age
eligible and older.

A public agency may accept a composite score allowing for
the standard error of measurement when the criterion is
met on the other composite score.
The agency may adopt written procedures for utilization of
reasonable variances that enable a student to meet the
standard score criterion in highly unique situations such as
English Learners.
Language Impairment
New straight deficit of 1.75 SD below the mean

replaces cognitive reference comparison or
discrepancy metric for K-12 students. IQ scores no
longer requ ired.

Requires 2 overall language composite scores below
the new criterion. Overall scores Include both global

receptive and expressive language - NOT scores in
discreet areas (e.g. semantics or syntax).
Allows for some variance in meeting 1. 75 criterion
level including SEM and unique situations such as
EL students.
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Speaker 1:
So just to recap the standardized assessment component of
the language criterion. The new straight deficit of 1.75 SD
below the mean for the language assessment, replaces the
previous cognitive reference comparison. IQ scores are no
longer required.
The new language criterion requires 1.75 SD below the mean
on two overall language composite scores from standardized
assessments, that include both receptive and expressive
language skills. Standardized assessments that only look at
discreet areas of language such as semantics or a syntax test
are not utilized for the 1.75 SD below the mean criterion.
Also, there is an allowance for variance in meeting the 1.75
SD criterion level including standing error of measurement.
and unique situations such as English Learners.

Language Impairment
Yoong child with a developmental dlsablllty atteria
(communication area) shall be used for ellgJblllty
determinations tor chlldren who are 3 to 5 ~rs of age but
not)Ul klnd-rten e<l81ble.
Continues use of YCDD deficit levels of 2 SD in

communication or 1.5 paired with another developmental
area for eligibility of children aged 3-5 (not yet K eligible).
This iS NOT a change from current criteria as it only applies
to Kand older.
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Speaker 1:
It is important to note with the new language eligibility
criteria that Young Child with a Developmental Disability
criteria remains unchanged. You should still continue to use
YCDD for determination of eligibility for children who are 3-5
years of age but not Kindergarten eligible. This continues the
use of YCDD deficit levels of 2 SD in communication in one
area or 1.5 when its paired with another developmental area
for eligibility of children aged 3-5 who are not yet
Kindergarten age eligible. Again, this is NOT a change from
current criteria.

Language Impairment
(3) The student consistently displays l n a - t e o,
Inadequate language that Impairs communication In the
student's educational environment as documented bJ
structured qualitative procedures such as a formal a

language sample, classroom observations, curriculum
based assessments, teacher/parent checkllsU{lmmvlews
or other dlnlcal tasks.
Intent is to have authentic assessment beyond normed
referenced scores that documents language impairment
that adversely impacts educational performance in the

school environment.
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Speaker 1:
The third prong of the new language impairment eligibility
criteria is that the student consistently displays
inappropriate or inadequate language that impairs
communication in the student’s educational environment as
documented by a structured qualitative procedure which
includes a formal a language sample, classroom
observations, curriculum-based assessments, teacher/parent
checklists/interviews or other clinical tasks.
The intent is to have authentic assessment beyond normed
referenced scores that documents language impairment that
adversely impacts educational performance in the school
environment.

Language Impairment
(4) The language deficit Is not prtmar11ythe result«
dialectal differences or second language Influence.

Unchanged - although this excl usion remains
challenging to implement related to El students.

Missouri 5-21 Child Count Data
SK-21
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2012
2010
2009
2008
2007

Lang

8,657
9,200
9,604
9,883
10,029
10,196
10,442
10,636
10,631
10,979

Speech
17,922
18,191
18,087
18,098
18,439
19,791
21 ,419
22,110
23,712
24,924

Speech %
67.43%
66.41 %
65.32%
64.68%
64.77%
66.00%
67.23%
67.52%
69.04%
69.42%
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Speaker 1:
The fourth prong of the language impairment eligibility
criterion is that the language deficit is not primarily the
result of dialectal differences or second language influence.
This is also unchanged, as it is in the current criterion. I am
going to turn this over to Diane and she will go over the
Sound System Disorder criteria.
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Speaker 3:
Before we get into the criterion changes themselves, I have a
couple of slides that provide some background data
information that I think is important for people to
understand and provide a context for the changes in the
Sound System criteria. The first slide provides data from the
Missouri Child Count, that’s the December 1 child count of
children with IEPs that every school district provides. With
the number of students identified eligible under the
Language Impairment criterion and Sound System Disorder
criterion along with Voice/Fluency but the speech numbers
are 99% children with Sound System not Voice/Fluency. The
table provides data from 2007 through 2018 and what I hope
folks can observe by this table is that the ratio between
language and speech (the numbers of students identified
eligible under language and the number of students
identified eligible under speech) the ratio between the two
has remained relatively stable for over a decade. With far

Missouri Preschool Child Count Data
3.SPK
2018
2017
2016

2015
2011
2006
2004

Lang

Speech

SL Total

143
168
172
154
214
202

3,926
3,655
3,464
3,434
3,166
3,055

4,069
3,823
3,636
3,568
3,380
3,257
2,865
1,568
791

~

~

YCDD
8,115
8,397
8,318
7,883
7,451
7,140
8,442
8,264
8,070

Missouri Child Count Trend Summary
 Speech (almost all sound system disorder)
consistently is the maj ority of K-12 SL child count

rather than language

 Add to these numbers those students with
articulation errors served as non-special education
interventions and the level of K-12 SLP resources

focused on speech production is large
,stem Disorder

.

"I

,e country, K-12 SLP time is more focused

.,.-,-,an5 uage/ literacy interventions with a direct
nexus to academic achievement
PK speech (almost all sound system disorder)
continues to increase compared to YCDD which has
been stable for a many years

over 60% closer to even 70% of all students identified as
Speech and Language eligible, eligible in the area of speech,
which translates to Sound System Disorder versus Language.
I am providing this data because this is relatively inconsistent
with other states and national trends. I will say the trend in
other states is just the opposite. The majority of children
eligible are on the Language side not the Speech side. This is
an area where Missouri is out of step with many states and I
just want people to be aware of the fact that we have far
more children identified as IDEA eligible in the area of
Speech than other states tend to have.
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Speaker 3:
The next slide, provides Child Count data for Preschool, PK
children less than Kindergarten age eligible. It provides data
from 2001-2018. A couple things that are important to note
about the data, first is the rapid growth and expansion of the
number of students identified as Speech Language eligible in
the early childhood PK years. In 2001, the total number of
children identified eligible in Speech Language was 791 and
in 2018 it was 4,069. That’s over a 400% increase in about a
decade in a half. Compare that to the change in the number
of children identified eligible under YCDD, which was 8,070
in 2001 and 8,115 in 2018. So, pretty much no change in the
number of children identified as eligible under YCDD. Again,
not only has there been this very significant number of
increase in children identified as IDEA eligible, almost all of
those are Speech, AKA Sound System it’s not Voice/Fluency
nor is it Language. Those students who have global
communication deficits are most likely qualifying as two SD
in the communication area of YCDD or 1.5 SD paired with
another developmental delay. Again, overall, Missouri has
far more children identified as IDEA eligible in the area of
Speech only than what is typical nationally or in other states.
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Speaker 3:
So proposed changes, not proposed-final changes to the
Sound System eligibility criteria were at least somewhat
based on the rather odd trajectory of data that has been
occurring in Missouri for the past decade or so. Overall,
those data trends show that Speech, almost all Sound
System Disorders, are consistently the majority of K-12
students on child count instead of Language. When you add
into that the numbers of students that are served, who have

Sound System Disorder
A Sound System Dlson:ler, which Includes ertJculatJon

and/or phonolog,,, Is present when:
(1) The SOund ~ Disorder ad>erse!y affects the

student's educational performance as documented tN
l~ls Q( resoonse lQ irilsi~ ~ l~al.12mi
~lgt:md 1211.112122!:l orotZreSS tattm ~omni m!1.1'1ll!2D

!1lHllli!l!llm,
Intent

is to ensure general educaUon interventions have

been implemented before consideration for IDEA eligibility.

can be provided by any appropriare provider including SLP.

SLP-A. ere.

Sound System Disorder

~~a ~~~=~~rase
~==.::..v~. '" "
_delay

(2) The student 8"hlbits a
of~
m.r. in correct sound production based on state
designated nonnative data ln the table below after
8

oonslderatlon -

tDthe,WOof ern,, reco,ded

(substltutlons, omissions, distortions, and/or addhlons).
These errors may be descr1bed as single sound
errors In phonologlcal patterns.

emn or

However, If the student does not exhibit a significant delay
of at least one )'88r In correct sound production, but there
are multlpJe errors In the sound system which are
as haVlng a sound system dlsordef'.

nk.n rrtPr

articulation issues, but are served but are served outside of
IDEA and it becomes an even larger number of students that
are receiving interventions for Speech, compared to any
other number for Speech and Language services. Again, I’ll
repeat across the country this is most focus is on Language
and communication issues, not so much Sound System
Disorders at the K-12 level. Same thing for preschool, those
numbers for Speech- Sound System Disorder, just continue
to increase while other areas appear to remain relatively
stable.
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Speaker 3:
So, the changes to Sound System Disorder eligibility criteria
as Beth pointed out, in the Language criterion. There are
prongs and the first prong of the Sound System is very
similar to the first prong of Language which is the Sound
System Disorder adversely affects the student’s educational
performance as documented by lack of response to
evidence- based interventions designed to support progress
in the general education curriculum. That prong is intended
just like it is in Language to ensure that RTI, MTSS some sort
of non-special education intervention has been tried first
before moving IDEA eligibility determinations.
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Speaker 3:
The next prong is the metric or the quantifier for the
criterion. That is that the student exhibits a significant delay
of at least one year in correct sound production based on
state designated normative data in the table below (and the
table is inserted in the state plan it is not on this slide) after
administering a single word test and/or a sentence/phrase
repetition task and a connected speech sample with
consideration given to the type of error recorded
(substitutions, omissions, distortions, and/or additions).
Important: these errors may be described as single sound
errors or errors in phonological patterns. The errors may be
described as such but having single sound error or an error in
a phonological pattern in and of itself does not constitute
eligibility. The eligibility is being a year beyond the norms in
the table. So very important point.
However, there is always a however, if the student does not
exhibit a significant delay of at least one year based on the

normative table, but there are multiple errors in the sound
system which are collectively so severe that the student’s
speech is unintelligible, the public agency may establish the
student has a disability. AKA Sound System Disorder.
Sound System Disorder
(3) the sound system disorder Is not a result of
dialectal differences or second language Influence.
Criterion moved to one year beyond norms plus required
lack of response to intervention via non-special
education services to ensure student requires ·special
instruction" for IDEA eligibilily.
Professional Judgement eliminated, replaced with
student speech iS · unintelligible". C8n be documented
as inability to communicate basic wants and needs
impacting all environments; likely causing measurable
deficits in other areas (socialjemotlonal, developmental,
academic, etc.)
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Speaker 4:
The third prong of the criteria is an exclusion clause, “the
sound system disorder is not a result of dialectal differences
or second language influence.” This portion of the criteria is
unchanged from the current version.
In overall summary, the sound system criteria metric
provision has been changed to one-year beyond (rather than
at) the developmental norms used by the current criteria.
Professional judgement has been eliminated and replaced by
a determination that the students’ speech if “unintelligible”
which can be documented by an inability to communicate
basic wants and needs which will likely cause measurable
deficits in a variety of development and/or academic areas.

Speech (SSD, Voice & Fluency)
Adverse Educational Impact Caution!
• In court cases, adverse education impact generally

defined as ability to learn and perform in the regular
classroom;curriculum

 For speech, most reasonably documented by overall
communicative/intelligibility deficits in classroom



Caution identifying adverse impact as "speech calls

negative attention to the student with social-emotional
adverse impact.·
Document ing social-emotional deficit implies
interventi on services should address t hat deficit not just
speech intervention.
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Speaker 3:
This next slide provides a bit of an overview for reminding
people about issues related to determining adverse
educational impact related to Sound System Disorder or
actually Voice and Fluency, any eligibility criteria. Adverse
educational impact legally, in a number of court cases,
always comes back to a child’s ability to learn and function
and perform in the general education classroom. In a general
education curriculum.
For children with Speech, Sound System and Fluency
impairments/disorders the most reasonable way to
document the educational impact is by being able to point
out, how overall communication deficits impact the child in
the general education classroom academically. Their ability
to matriculate general education curriculum and reasonable
achievement levels. Very frequently school districts
document educational impact in the area of Speech
particularly Sound System Disorder by using statements like
“ the child’s speech calls negative attention to themselves”
creating some sort of implying or stating directly that it
creates some sort of social or emotional impact. I would

caution people strongly about using that kind of language
because if that is the adverse educational impact, then that
IEP should have goals and objectives to address the negative
social/emotional impact, such as counseling or someway to
address the social/emotional issues that are caused by
communication- the Articulation Sound System Disorder.

Voice Impairment
A voloe Impairment Is present when a comprehensive
oommunk:atlon assessment documents all of the
following :
(1) the voice Impairment adversely affects the student's
educatlooal performance as documented l7f lack of
respoose to evidence based lnteMntions designed to
support progress In the general education cun1culum.
(2) the child consistently exhlbl1s deviations In pitch,

quality, or volume;

Voice Impairment
(3) the student's voice Is discrepant from the norm as
related to his/her age, sex, and culture and Is
dlstractlng to the listener,
(4) the voice lmpalnment Is not the result of-

 DIDIKtl~I ca.:mcltll!.lD lbat g;mtmlr:H1k:atmi ltSll'-i!B ~llHZi
~

 a temporary condition such as: normal YOioe changes,


allergies, colds, or other such conditions; or
a dialectal dtfference or seoond language Influence.

Intent for schools to establish policy to address medical

clearance for voice therapy.

Just providing this information as a caution so that people
take seriously the adverse educational impact part of the
speech criterion. It is really talking about the kinds of
negative academic achievement issues that you tend to see
with other disabling conditions and again if it
social/emotional then one would want you to address that
directly with goals and objectives. Not just speech therapy
per say to address an articulation error. So just a word of
caution. With that I am going to turn it over to Pat and she is
going to discuss Voice Impairment criteria.
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Speaker 2:
Voice Impairment has four prongs. A voice impairment is
present when a comprehensive communication assessment
documents all of the following:
The first prong: the voice impairment adversely affects the
student’s educational performance as documented by lack of
response to evidence-based interventions designed to
support progress in the general education curriculum,
The second prong: the child consistently exhibits deviations
in pitch, quality, or volume;
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Speaker 2:
The third prong: the student's voice is discrepant from the
norm as related to his/her age, sex, and culture and is
distracting to the listener;
The fourth prong: the voice impairment is not the result of -• a medical condition that contraindicates voice
therapy intervention;
• a temporary condition such as: normal voice changes,
allergies, colds, or other such conditions; or
• a dialectal difference or second language influence.
There is a note an intent for schools to establish policy to
address medical clearance for voice therapy. Which has
always been “best practice”.

Fluency Impairment
A fluency lmpalnnent is present when a comprehensl'Ve
assessment documents all of the following

(1) the fluency lmpelnnent adversely affects the student's
educetlonal performance as documerrtecl b'; l8c:k of response
to eYldenoa ba.sed llltet'Ventlons designed to support progress
In the general education cun1culum,
(2) the student's fluency ls significantly below the norm as
measured by speech sampnn, In a variety cl oontexts and
lmpelrs communication In the student's educatlonal
environment as documented by structured q1J11lltattYe
procedures such as cl8ssroom observations, cuniculum based
assessments, teacher/parent checklists/Interviews, or other
dlnlcattasks.
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Speaker 2:
The next area we are going to discuss is Fluency Impairment
and it consists of three prongs. A fluency impairment is
present when a comprehensive assessment documents all of
the following:
The first prong: the fluency impairment adversely affects the
student’s educational performance as documented by lack of
response to evidence-based interventions designed to
support progress in the general education curriculum,
The second prong: the student’s fluency is significantly below
the norm as measured by speech sampling in a variety of
contexts and impairs communication in the student’s
educational environment as documented by structured
qualitative procedures such as classroom observations,
curriculum-based assessments, teacher/parent
checklists/interviews, or other clinical tasks.

Fluency Impairment
(3) the student consistently exhibits one of the
following symptomatic behaviors of dysfluency:
sound, syllable. 0< wonl repetition;
prolongatlons of sounds, syllables, or W0fds;

avoidance;
blockages; or
hesltatJons
Intent is to have authentJc assessment beyond any numeric
data that documents ffuency impairment that adversely
impacts educational performance in the sehool environment.

Data Based Analysis


Several large districts participated in work group

- Representative of DESE, MO-CASE, MASP, schools
based SLPs, and MSHA



Applied new criteria to 1200 evaluations 'NOOdering
nood gates would e>pen



Result not significantly different in number or students
eligible, shift in type

if
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Speaker 2:
The third prong for Fluency Impairment: the student
consistently exhibits one of the following symptomatic
behaviors of dysfluency:
• sound, syllabic, or word repetition;
• prolongations of sounds, syllables, or words;
• avoidance;
• blockages; and/or
• hesitations
It is the intent is to have authentic assessment beyond any
numeric data that documents fluency impairment that
adversely impacts educational performance in the school
environment.
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Speaker 2:
As a work group, we analyzed 1,200 evaluations. Several
districts came together in our work group. MO-CASE, MSHA,
DESE other SLPs and we applied the new criteria to 1,200
evaluations. The concern would be that the flood gates
would open and the number of Language, Speech, Fluency
and Voice eligibility students would greatly increase.
However, the results indicated that there was not a

significant change in the number of students that are
eligible, however there is a definite shift in the type of
student that would be eligible.
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Missouri S/l Handbook Update


Future Directions
Feedback was solieited from MSHA members and
nonmembers
Solieit feedbaek from current presentations (MO
CASE Collaborative Conference and MSHA
Con...ention)
Immediate revisions needed to include
forms/checklists/examples for purposes of MTSS
procedures and dOcumentatlon

I am going to hand the mic over to Beth McKerlie.
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Speaker 1:
In the beginning of the work group that was put together to
review the Speech/Language criteria, I talked earlier about
what other states were doing to get a feel for what was
going on in the other states. Through a process for reviewing
that information, we found out that most every state has
some sort of Speech/Language Handbook or guidelines
document that either the Department of Education or the
Speech Language Hearing Association for that state edited
and put out for the speech pathologists to use in the state.
So, Missouri decided that we needed a handbook, the
people that were working on this work group, MSHA led the
way and we received an ASHA State Association Grant in
2017 to develop this handbook.
The handbook work group met for the year of 2017-2018 to
put together the handbook. The purpose for the handbook is
that we can get some greater consistency in the state to
improve outcomes for children, to make sure we are aligning
local, state and federal practices and also to ensure
evidence-based practices. We published the handbook on
November 1, 2018. The handbook lives on the MSHA website
(it’s on the front page of the MSHA website). The handbook
has also been referenced a couple places on the DESE
website. And the handbook also includes a Q&A section that
has been published both on the MSHA and DESE website. All
the information is also there about the history of the State
Plan Changes.
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Speaker 1:
It is intended now that the State Plan has been finalized that
the MSHA handbook will go on to be revised again to include
suggestions for Speech Language Pathologists and
administrators in school districts to help with all the various
prongs of the criteria. Examples would be including teacher
checklists, observation forms, informal measures that can be
utilized other than assessments and updating the Q&A
section (questions that have been obtained through the

Questions
Contactforquestions:
BethMcl<erlie

beth.m:kerlleOnkcschools.org

Pat.Joo"les
pet.jone&O!p&53.01'g

DfeneCordiyGolclen
d,ef'e.c.goldei'IOlmall.oom

various presentations in presenting this information to the
state of Missouri). We hope that we will be able to publish
another version of the handbook soon.
If you have any questions you can contact Diane, Pat or
myself and we will be happy to help give you some guidance.
Thank you for your time today!

